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A NE WSLETTER FO R DO NORS AN D FRI EN DS O F ST. JO HN P ROV I DEN C E

Surgical Innovation
Center draws doctors
from around world
Expanded cancer center
provides enhanced
experience
Tiny patients benefit
from new NICU
Bereavement gifts
comfort grieving
parents

The Anthony L. Soave Family Mobile Mammography and Health Screening Center
began traveling to Detroit community sites in April. Among the first sites visited
was Davison Elementary-Middle School, where 21 women received mammograms.
See p. 2 for information on the program.

Dr. LaRouere and
Dr. Bojrab (both
standing) encourage
Art Van Elslander to
take a peek in the
surgical scope at the
grand opening event.

Van Elslander Surgical Innovation Center opens, builds on national reputation
of neuroscience programs
When Art Van
Elslander made a
pledge to support
the neuroscience
programs of
St. John Providence
(SJP), he was
supporting one of
Art Van Elslander
the nation’s
leading multidisciplinary neuroscience
teams of physicians and clinicians and
their vision for providing the best
neuroscience care available. Together
with Mr. Van Elslander’s generous gift,
the physicians of the Van Elslander
Neuroscience Center of Excellence at
SJP are continuing to reach new heights.
The capstone of Mr. Van Elslander’s
multi-year leadership gift is the
opening of the new Van Elslander
Surgical Innovation Center (VESIC) at
Providence-Providence Park Hospital,
Novi Campus. In February, a recognition
and dedication ceremony was held for
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the $3.5 million bio-skills training
facility, which is drawing physicians,
residents and fellows from across the
U.S. and globally.
The center is one of the first comprehensive training centers of its kind in
Michigan and one of only a few
nationally with neurosciences as the
initial focus. VESIC’s curriculum and
programs are managed by Platinum
Training, which specializes in marketing
and facilitating bio-skills training
facilities throughout the country.
VESIC’s creation was envisioned out of
the neurosciences and in collaboration
with many Providence physicians
including neurotology surgeons Dennis
Bojrab, MD, and Michael LaRouere, MD.
It is, however, designed to accommodate
multiple medical and surgical specialties and foster collaboration with
leading-edge medical device manufacturers to provide training courses on

innovative surgical techniques. The
9,000-square-foot center features a
14-station, proctored bio-skills training
lab and a 50-seat auditorium for
traditional lecture training. VESIC’s
auditorium and labs will also feature
technology to link the center with
operating rooms for conversations with
surgeons performing live procedures.

Gift has major impact
Prior to the VESIC, many other
important neuroscience accomplishments came to fruition because of the
generosity of the Van Elslander gift.
• A comprehensive Epilepsy and
Seizure Program, with a dedicated
four-bed Epilepsy Monitoring Unit,
the only such program in Ascension
Health’s Michigan Ministries, was
created, and an Epilepsy and Seizure
Clinic, offering patients care and
hope previously unavailable to most,
was added.
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Van Elslander Surgical Innovation Center continued
• Leading-edge equipment was secured to enhance the
Neurosurgical Spine Program.
• The Stroke Telemedicine Program was expanded
throughout Michigan and beyond, giving community
hospitals and physicians quick access to neuroscience
specialists through audiovisual systems to remotely
evaluate and treat acute stroke patients.
These achievements and many more were made possible
because of the vision and expertise of SJP physicians and
the Van Elslander donation…thank you!

Physicians inspired to give

Excellence. They have partnered with SJP every step of the
way to enhance patient care services and safety initiatives,
and several have been inspired to make their own gifts.
Over the last several years, Dr. Teck-Mun Soo and his
partners of Michigan Spine and Brain provided a lead gift
to support funding for neurosurgical research, motivating
several others to give. In addition, Drs. Dennis Bojrab,
Michael LaRouere and Seilesh Babu of the Michigan Ear
Institute provided a leadership gift to support a neurotology
program fund at Providence and the Holley Institute
endowment campaign. In recognition, the VESIC auditorium
will be named for Drs. Bojrab, LaRouere and Babu.

SJP is fortunate to have the expertise and dedication of the
physicians of the Van Elslander Neuroscience Center of

Breast screening goes on the road
The Anthony L. Soave Family
Mobile Mammography and
Health Screening Center is
now traveling to Detroit
community sites bringing
state-of-the-art mammography services to medically
underserved women. St. John
Providence partners with the
Breast and Cervical Cancer
Control Program (BCCCP) to
provide free mammograms to
uninsured women age 40-64
who qualify for the program. A
generous donation from the
Soave Family has made this mobile unit possible. For more information on the program, please call Ebony Rivers,
SJP Mobile Mammography Marketing Specialist, at 313-343-8848.
On the cover, pictured at Davison Elementary-Middle School are: (top) Dianne Holland, principal; Ebony Rivers; Renata Maddox,
counselor; (bottom) Evelyn Edgecombe and Heather Wallace, teachers; and Yolanda Murillo, BCCCP representative.
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Every gift makes a difference
Your gifts make a difference to St. John Providence (SJP) and the communities we serve. In fiscal year 2014, SJP received
80 gifts totaling nearly $23,000 for the Healthy Neighborhoods Detroit “Safety Starts at Home” initiative.

Safety starts at home
To address health and safety issues affecting Detroit residents, St. John Providence and Healthy Neighborhoods Detroit
established the Neighborhood Health & Safety Initiative, which incorporates these components:
•

Presence—an accessible Neighborhood Health & Safety Center at two eastside locations in Detroit

•

Reporting—trained community patrol officers monitor crime and unsafe conditions

•

Organizing—community member and block club efforts

•

Mobilizing—volunteer patrols, clean-up efforts and health events

•

Educating—health care resources, healthy lifestyle information and community education

The Neighborhood Health & Safety Center holds an annual “Safety Starts at Home” event where residents learn about
home and fire safety from Detroit police and fire personnel. Families attending receive free Home Safety Kits, which are
funded by gifts from people like you. The Home Safety Kits include: a smoke detector, fire extinguisher, carbon monoxide
detector, first-aid kit, LED flashlights with batteries, and information related to home safety, crime prevention and carbon
monoxide poisoning.
LaTonya Dolton and her sons Michael McClain and Charles Dolton Jr. attended the event, received a kit and learned the nuts
and bolts about keeping their home and family safe. They shared their appreciation for the tips a police detective provided
and his emphasis about being vigilant of your surroundings.
Charles, who plans to study biomedical engineering, said that during a three-day power loss his dad used “engineering skills”
and contents of the Home Safety Kit to provide them with basic needs to sustain them throughout the outage. He referenced
a story about his mother to express the magnitude of having a Home Safety Kit: “When my mom was younger and her home
caught on fire, her family didn’t have a fire kit; they didn’t know the house was on fire until it was engulfed in flames.”
Michael, a freshman at Saginaw Valley State University,
also believes the kit is important. “Every house should
have one to help protect from fires and carbon
monoxide poisoning,” he said.
The popularity of the Neighborhood Health & Safety
Offices and its programs has been growing since the
initiative’s inception in 2011. Last year, 5,694 residents
visited the offices, located at the Conner Creek and
Riverview campuses. Since 2011, nearly 12,700
residents have utilized the services, including the
Home Safety Kits.
A gift of $60 to the “Safety Starts at Home” initiative
funds one Home Safety Kit. Gifts of any size are
appreciated and useful. Donations also support
administrative costs for the Neighborhood Health &
Safety Office. For information on the safety event, call
Cassandra Jackson at 313-369-5783; to make a gift,
please call Mia Axon at 248-465-5008.
LaTonya Dolton (center) and her sons Michael and Charles look over the
contents of the Home Safety Kit.
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Patients benefit from new and improved cancer center
The Providence Cancer Center in Southfield has centralized
all outpatient services and administration under one roof
for the convenience of patients during their diagnosis and
treatment process. Gifts totaling more than $1 million
helped support components of the renovation and
expansion project to improve the patient experience.

TV/DVD player to use, as well as internet access. The center
provides a way for patients to learn more about their
diagnoses, treatment options, nutrition and lifestyle from
reputable sources. The attractive room has a comfortable
seating area with a couch, chairs, a coffee table and a desk,
as well as natural lighting from large windows.

Updates to the three-story freestanding building on
Foster Winter Drive include:

The Patient Resource Center is located within the oncology
administrative offices, near social workers and financial
counselors as well as the medical director, to provide
patients with easy access to staff members who can help
them with their needs.

•

a new patient entrance and bigger parking area

•

expanded spaces for treatment

•

additional equipment and technology, including a
multimillion dollar TrueBeam linear accelerator for
advanced radiation treatment

•

a brand new Patient Resource Center

•

new conference areas for multidisciplinary work
groups and other meetings

•

new administrative offices

The Patient Resource Center is one of the most significant
patient experience enhancements to the Providence Cancer
Center. Here patients and family members can find an
abundance of resources about cancer, including printed
materials housed on attractive wooden shelves, videos and a

While the majority of the $10.5 million Providence Cancer
Center expansion and renovation project was funded by
capital dollars from Ascension Health and St. John Providence,
over $1 million was donated by physicians, grateful patients
and the Our Lady of Providence League. Thank you for your
generosity!
Additional funds are still needed to enhance the 3rd floor
waiting room by adding natural light and other amenities to
make it more comfortable for patients and families. To
support the Providence Cancer Center, please call
Jim Dauer at 248-465-5006.

Photo above: Members of a cancer survivor support group meet with Social
Worker Linda Bender (4th from left) in the Patient Resource Center.
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Tiny patients cared for in newly expanded NICU
Premature and critically ill infants at
St. John Hospital & Medical Center
(SJH&MC) are now receiving care in an
enhanced environment in the newly
renovated and expanded Mary Ann
Van Elslander Neonatal Intensive Care
Unit (NICU) and Special Care Nursery
which opened in January.
The new NICU is double the square
footage of the former area and features:
32 private nurseries with additional
space for multiples; overnight accommodations for family; state-of-the art
equipment to better care for and foster
growth and development of critically
ill babies; reduced light and sound
disturbances; and enhanced privacy
and safety.

Enhancements were also made to the
Special Care Nursery, including six
spacious semi-private cubicles and
two private rooms. In addition, an
investment in technology was made
including a state-of-the-art cardiorespiratory monitoring system, dual
incubator/warmer beds, ventilators
and a new infant security system.
The Mary Ann Van Elslander Neonatal
Intensive Care Unit and Special Care
Nursery was made possible because of
more than $4 million in philanthropic
support from over 600 associates,
physicians, board and community
members and a capital investment
of $7 million from St. John Providence.
At the grand opening event in January,

the Van Elslander Family Foundation
was honored for its lead gift to the
NICU and Special Care Nursery, where
Mary Ann Van Elslander has been a
longtime volunteer.
The NICU staff cares for approximately
450 infants annually, including many
transferred from other regional hospitals
and some as small as 1 pound. The
NICU’s survival rate is one of the
highest in the world!
Additional philanthropic support is still
needed for further technology needs
to aid in the development of more
infants. If you’d like to learn more or
make a gift, please call Sherry
Augustine at 313-343-7481.

Philanthropic supporters, families cared for in the NICU, and staff
celebrated at the grand opening event.

Amy Danna, Fontbonne President; John
Adamo, Guild President; Dr. Ali Rabbani,
former SJH&MC Chair of Pediatrics and
Director of the NICU; Gene LoVasco,
St. John Health Foundation Board Chair;
Mary Ann Van Elslander; Dr. Maria
Duenas, Director of the NICU and Special
Care Nursery; Sr. Betty Granger, CSJ; and
David Brooks, President, SJH&MC.
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The Krick twins, Willem and Katherine,
pictured here 2nd and 4th from right
with their parents Jennifer and Jason,
were treated in SJH&MC’s NICU
when they were born.

Dr. Brian Mason, Maternal Fetal
Medicine Specialist (center) with Carly
and Eugene Casazza, whose children
were cared for in the SJH&MC NICU.
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Endowment honors doctor, supports education for residents and physicians
As an Emergency Medicine physician at St. John Hospital
& Medical Center (SJH&MC) and a faculty and clinical
assistant professor at Wayne State School of Medicine,
Marson Ma Jr., MD, is highly respected by the entire
Emergency Medicine community, colleagues in other
disciplines and ancillary services, and patients as well.
He was instrumental in establishing the Emergency
Medicine Residency Program at SJH&MC and has been a
faculty member since the program’s inception. Over his
23-year career with the hospital, Dr. Ma has influenced the
careers of more than 180 residents and has been named
“Teacher of the Year” numerous times and was recognized
by his peers as a “Top Doc” in Hour Magazine. His commitment to bedside teaching and development of his “Marson
Stars” teaching tools are still appreciated by residents,
students, nurses and patients.
Patients love Dr. Ma. He has been a patient advocate and
has received numerous compliments from patients and
families, while minimizing the anxiety of patients with his
unique sense of humor and calmness. With Dr. Ma spending
his entire post-residency career at SJH&MC, he has seen a
lot of patients—an average of 6,977 patients per year for
the past 22.5 years, totaling approximately 157,000
emergency medicine patients!
As an experienced clinician and pharmacist, Dr. Ma has been
an active member of numerous hospital committees and is
a lifetime member of The GUILD, the men’s fundraising
organization which supports SJH&MC.
To honor Dr. Ma and his passion for teaching, the Medical
Director and Chair of Emergency Medicine, Robert Takla,
MD, and his colleagues have established an endowment in
his name. The Marson Ma Jr., MD, Endowment, will provide
support to St. John Providence specifically to support
education and training of Emergency Medicine residents
and physicians at SJH&MC and leave a lasting tribute to Dr. Ma.

Standing behind his father is Marson Ma III, MD, who is one of
SJH&MC’s post-graduate year 2 Emergency Medicine residents at
SJH&MC. Dr. Ma and wife Mila Ma, RN, are in seated in front.

training, i.e., hosting or attending educational conferences,
lectures and seminars to learn skills to assist physicians in
providing the highest quality patient care experience.
To learn more or make a contribution to the Ma Endowment,
please call Sherry Augustine at 313-343-7481.

More than $54,000 has been contributed to the endowment so far, and additional contributions are being
accepted. Funds collected are held and invested to generate
perpetual revenue for expenses related to education and
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Deborah Meade with Hadi Sawaf, MD, Section Chief of the Pediatric
Hematology Oncology Department for St. John Providence.

Estate gift supports future care for children
Deborah Meade believes that St. John
Hospital & Medical Center (SJH&MC)
plays an important part in her life and
in the community. That’s why she has
made a generous bequest commitment
to support the Meade Pediatric
Hematology Oncology Center at the
Van Elslander Cancer Center (VECC).
Several years ago, Deborah and her
former spouse gave a generous
contribution to support the children’s
specialty care program at the VECC
because they felt it provided a crucial
service to families in the Detroit and
Grosse Pointe communities and
surrounding areas.
“The expertise of the doctors and the
services available right in our own
backyard are incredible,” she says.
“Children with serious illnesses can
come to this warm, caring center and
get the best care right here.”
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Deborah feels a sense of comfort
knowing that SJH&MC is here. “I’ve
used the facility myself for years and
have recommended it to family and
friends for their health care,” she says.
“I feel like the hospital is part of my
family; it’s always been right here when
needed. And by being part of the
McQuade Society*, with just a phone
call at any time, I know I have assistance
with referrals for care and making
medical appointments.”
Over the years, Deborah has learned
that taking care of herself and making
decisions about her priorities and the
future are important to her. “When
things go well in your life and you’re
getting it right, it’s sort of like a
payback to invest in something that is
meaningful to you and the community,”
Deborah says. “I hope my (estate) gift
can help take care of someone else
when they turn to St. John in the future.”

Planned giving includes bequests
through wills or trusts, beneficiary
designations within retirement plan
assets and insurance policies, charitable gift annuities and more. For more
information on making a planned gift
to support St. John Providence, please
call 313-343-7480.
*The McQuade Society and Providence
Society were created to recognize loyal
benefactors and the key role they have
in supporting our hospitals. Members
are among an exclusive group of
committed supporters with lifetime
giving of $25,000 or more in cash or
stock, or a planned gift commitment of
$50,000 or more. These individuals are
entitled to use the society’s complimentary donor relations services that
are designed to ensure complete
satisfaction when using our hospitals.
To learn more, call 313-343-7480.
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Bereavement gifts help grieving parents
Amanda Plunkett and her husband Barry lost their son
Owen just hours after his premature birth due to a condition
called limb body wall complex. Knowing 18 weeks into the
pregnancy that they were going to lose their baby, the family
started preparing for Owen’s birth and death. In the midst of
their heartache, Amanda was worried about how she would
dress Owen. Because of his condition and size, she had a
hard time finding clothing that would fit, so Amanda
reached out to family and friends who began to knit and
crochet items for Owen.
The Plunketts were deeply touched with the generous
response, and Amanda was inspired to help other families in
similar situations. The couple created “Owen’s Gift” on
Facebook to invite others to donate infant clothes.
Amanda’s intention was to put together a few keepsake
boxes for families. But the project snowballed and so many
items and monetary donations came in, it became a huge
effort of love.
Amanda wanted Owen’s brief life to have a purpose and she
wants other babies who don’t live very long to be remembered,
so she has been creating boxes and donating them to
hospitals since last fall. St. John Hospital & Medical Center
(SJH&MC) has been the recipient of these beautiful works
of love to give them to families grieving the loss of their baby.
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Another way grieving families can remember their babies is
with a Living Locket® which can be customized with charms
that represent the things you love. Michele Bradley, a
representative for Origami Owl, a social selling jewelry
business with a commitment to making a difference in the
lives of others, contacted SJH&MC because she wanted to
donate lockets to moms being counseled through complicated
pregnancies and/or infant loss.
Michele presented 150 lockets to SJH&MC so the staff could
distribute them to families cared for in the Birthing Center
and Neonatal Intensive Care Unit and Special Care Unit.
Some of the lockets were also given to St. John MacombOakland Hospital and St. John River District Hospital for
families who receive care there.
The daughter of one of Michele’s good friends recently had a
miscarriage at SJH&MC and was one of the first recipients
of a locket. The young mom said she was comforted by the
kind gesture during a very difficult time.
The care and compassion of Amanda and Michele will go a
long way to help families on their journey of grief and
remembrance.

Each box contains a handmade gown and cap, baby blanket,
bracelet for mom and baby, and a book on coping with the
loss of a child. Amanda says every box is different, in honor
of the unique child and family.

Makula Matthews (left) and Michele Bradley (4th from left) brought
Living Lockets to SJH&MC and presented them to nursing staff
members Nicole Ahlgrim, Sandra Scerri and Cathy Brockman.

Barry and Amanda Plunkett and their friend Christine DiNardo-Gorzen
with a sampling of the bereavement boxes.
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Kudos
Volunteers honored for their commitment to St. John Providence
Congratulations to the St. John Providence (SJP) volunteers honored as “Distinguished Volunteers” by the Greater Detroit
Chapter of the Association of Fundraising Professionals at its National Philanthropy Day event.
John Adamo is a dedicated fundraiser
for THE GUILD of St. John Hospital &
Medical Center (SJH&MC). Since
1989, he has contributed countless
hours of his personal time as a Guild
Dinner chair, board executive and as
president and a member of several
committees. His input is invaluable and inspiring, and
he is always willing to pitch in whenever needed.

Robbyn Martin has been a significant driver
of the success of the Friends’ Ball for
Providence-Providence Park Hospital. Her
commitment, influence and resources have
been valuable to the financial success of the
event. Having co-chaired the event for two
years, Robbyn remains on the committee
sharing her ideas and inspiring others. She is extremely committed to the Mission, Vision and Values of the Foundation and SJP.

Marie DeLuca has been a loyal,
compassionate volunteer for the
Fontbonne Auxiliary of SJH&MC for
33 years and a board member for
eight years. Her heartfelt commitment led her to creating a new event
to benefit cancer patients, raising
$26,000 in two years. Marie also chaired the White
Christmas Ball, which raised over $161,000 to assist in
the expansion of the Neonatal Intensive Care Unit.

Officer Richard Rodden has not only
dedicated his life to law enforcement and
being a K9 handler but he has volunteered
for five years assisting with programs for the
Deaf, Deaf/Blind and hard of hearing children,
adults and their families at the Holley Family
Village. He teaches the staff water safety and
how to use boats appropriately for tubing and water skiing on
Vineyard Lake in the Irish Hills. Officer Rodden often inspects
the boats and water safety equipment then heads to the store
to purchase items to keep the children safe. In addition, he
provides frequent property safety checks.

Janice DiBattista is devoted to
increasing awareness of hospice
and palliative care for children and
adults. A committee member for
the Walk With Me Event, which she
co-chaired in 2012, gives her the
opportunity to share her talents,
ideas and devotion with the committee to help ensure
the annual event is successful. Jan’s vision is to see this
event grow annually and her generous spirit truly make
a difference.

Catherine (Kay) Rutledge has performed
newborn hearing screenings weekly at SJH&MC
for The Holley Institute for 14 years for a total
of more than 1,400 volunteer hours. She has
screened approximately 4,500 newborns and
identified 12 infants with hearing loss. Kay
expertly handles newborns and professionally
informs parents and physicians of the screening results. She
brings with her the understanding of a mother of two Deaf
children and the expertise of a Deaf educator.

New associate joins SJP Foundations
Mary Bucher has joined the St. John Providence Foundations as Annual Giving Consultant.
She has over 30 years of experience in annual fund, special event planning, prospect research
and strategic planning. Mary will provide management and creative direction to build the
annual giving program. Her office is located in the Providence Health Foundation on the
Novi Campus. She can be reached at 248-465-5004 or mary.bucher@stjohn.org.

Spirit of Giving
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New board members announced
St. John Health Foundation has named three new members to its Board of Trustees:

Kenneth Kirchner is Chair, President
and CEO of K&S Services, Inc., a global
supplier specializing in the repair of
industrial automation components.

Jennifer Kluge is President and CEO of
the Michigan Business and Professional
Association and its sister organization
the Michigan Food and Beverage
Association. She is also owner and
publisher of Corp! magazine.

Lan-Huong Reilly is a former electrical
engineer with an extensive background
in software/firmware design, development, implementation and project
management. She is currently an artist
specializing in watercolor, oil and
needlepoint.

Volunteer leagues support Providence campuses with fundraising efforts
The volunteers at Providence-Providence Park Hospital (PPPH), Southfield and Novi Campuses, recently presented
generous donations to the Providence Health Foundation and hospital leaders to support clinical programs and patient
care. The funds are generated primarily from proceeds from the Gift Shop, vendor sales and membership dues.
The $44,150 check from the Providence Park League
(PPL) reflected $40,000 toward PPL’s $1.5 million pledge
to the Novi Campus, $4,000 for artwork in patient care
areas and $150 in-kind donations for Foundation events.

The $72,000 check from the Our Lady of Providence
League (OLPL) represented $32,000 for a new Transesophageal Echo probe and $40,000 toward OLPL’s
$500,000 pledge for the Providence Cancer Center
renovations.

Patrick Schulte, Chief Development Officer, Providence
Health Foundation; Peter Karadjoff, President, PPPH, Novi; Lou
Grieshaber, PPL Treasurer; and Patricia Poirier, PPL President.

Dr. Michael Wiemann, President, PPPH, Southfield; Souheil Saba,
MD, Cardiology; Carolyn Drake, OLPL President; and Patrick
Schulte.
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Michael Wiemann, MD, FACP,
President, Providence-Providence
Park Hospital, Southfield Campus,
and Nahid Elyas, MD, at the event
which benefitted the Simulation and
Education Center.

Event raises funds and awareness for Simulation and Education Center
The Chaldean American Association for Health Professionals (led by Nahid Elyas, MD; Musib Gappy, MD; Edward Yousif, MD;
Jeff Najor, MD; Patrick Alexander, MD; Evone Barkho, MD, MPH; and Joanne Shamoun, R.Ph) recently hosted a wine-tasting
event at the Shenandoah Country Club, West Bloomfield, to raise funds for the new Simulation and Education Center at
Providence-Providence Park Hospital, Southfield Campus.
The event heightened awareness of advancements at the hospital and throughout St. John Providence. David Dull, MD,
spoke about how the project will improve patient safety and enable greater access to medical literature for medical staff,
patients and families. Approximately 100 health professionals and community leaders attended the function which raised
significant funds for the Simulation and Education Center.
Fundraising efforts continue for needed state-of-the-art simulation equipment. To support this project, please contact
Mia Axon at 248-465-5008.

Ways you can help
You make a difference to St. John Providence in many ways with your donations. Gifts of any size help us provide the
best care to our patients.
We are continually enhancing services in our Centers of Excellence:
•

Heart and Vascular

•

Neuroscience

•

Orthopedics

•

Cancer Care

•

Weight Loss

•

Minimally Invasive Surgery

For information on how you can support these areas or to talk with us about an area of special meaning to you,
please call 313-343-7480.

Spirit of Giving
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Patients pay tribute to their physicians on National Doctor’s Day
The 3,200 physicians of St. John Providence (SJP) provide unique care that focuses on the body, mind and spirit—utilizing
the latest technologies in a holistic environment to help people in times of their greatest need and vulnerability. For National
Doctor’s Day on March 30, grateful patients and their families sent hundreds of tributes honoring their physicians and more
than $11,000 in donations supporting SJP. Here are a few of the heartfelt tributes:

From Magda Moss, a patient of Dr. Lyle Goldman

From a patient of Dr. Muhammad Shurafa

“One of Detroit’s Top Doctor’s!” Immediately when I was
diagnosed, you went above and beyond in your tenacious
pursuit of identifying the right protocol for my treatment.
The status quo is simply not good enough for this remarkable physician. When I began wading through the murky,
uncertain waters of cancer, chemo and transplant, you
were my coach, mentor, partner and friend. While I had no
intention of succumbing to this dreadful disease, oddly
enough, I didn’t want to let you down. With your confident,
self-effacing and kind demeanor, unknowingly you inspired
me to live! With God’s help and your unwavering commitment to my physical, emotional and mental well-being, you
guided me to a place of hope, safety and peace. My family
and I will always be eternally grateful to you. You are an
extraordinary human being!

I no longer focus on the length of remission or frequent lab
work (ouch!) but give thanks each day for being blessed
with a doctor who is compassionate and even through my
tears can make me smile. That doctor is you!

From Adrian Renaud, a patient of Dr. Jeffrey Zaks
I believe in better! I have a Providence doctor—Dr. Zaks.
When I was delirious post-operatively in the ICU, he sat
with me each morning and evening. He quizzed me about
my family members’ names. With each correct answer, he
would give me a sip of coffee. I am now returned to complete
health (although I no longer like coffee). Dr. Zaks is the most
caring physician. He truly heals body, mind and spirit. He is
always available to me and my family 24/7. Thanks to
Dr. Zaks, I am enjoying my 81st year. He is a gift from God
and from St. John Providence! Thank you, Dr. Zaks, you are
a true healer.

From a patient of Dr. Luay Sayed
I feel my heart is protected by the fine patient-centered care
you provide. Thank you!

From a patient of Dr. Teck-Mun Soo
I am grateful for you and your kindness, compassion,
accommodation and more importantly your skills!
Thank you for giving me a pain-free life again!

From a patient of Dr. Laura Biernat
A kind, considerate lady, Dr. Biernat always found the
time to talk and explain things to me and my family. Her
encouragement helped get us through difficult times. We
are forever grateful.

From a patient of Dr. Debra Wright
You are the smartest person I know, and I know a lot of
people. Plus, you have a nice dog.
For more information about honoring your physician, please
contact Heidi Crisman at 248-465-4511.

The red carnation is commonly used
as the symbolic flower for National
Doctor’s Day.
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Thank you to our event sponsors
The following sponsors supported these events: “Making Miracles Happen” - in memory of Evelyn Thomas Ricci, Flew Shot,
Hospice Walk With Me Event, Physician Celebration and St. John River District Hospital Dinner Dance. Thank you!
All State Fastener Corp.

Masco Corp.

TeamHealth Emergency Medicine

Automated Benefits Services, Inc.

Mayco International, LLC

TLM Consulting, Inc.

Binson’s Home Health Care Centers

Mendelson Kornblum Orthopedics and
Spine Surgeons

Total Health Care, Inc.

Blue Cross Blue Shield of Michigan
Boulevard Health Center
Center for Cardiothoracic Surgery
Cherrywood Nursing & Living Center
Mr. and Mrs. James W. Cole Jr.
Concord EMS
Consultants in Sleep & Pulmonary
Medicine, PLLC
Mr. and Mrs. Peter T. Cracchiolo
Custom Home Health
Mrs. Mary Ellen Dakmak
Mr. and Mrs. Vincent B. DiBattista
DTE Energy
Enterprise Holdings Foundation
Falcone, Listwan & O’Neil, PC
Flagstar Bancorp, Inc.
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen B. Fowler
Hall, Render, Killian, Heath & Lyman, PC
Hart Medical Equipment
IPC - The Hospitalist Company
Joe Ricci Automotive
Dr. and Mrs. Bruce Johnson
JVIS-USA, LLC
Ms. Jane R. Lawrence

Merge Healthcare
Meridian Health Plan
Michigan State University College of
Osteopathic Medicine
Mrs. Lezlynne Moore

Tri-Hospital EMS
Mr. and Mrs. Laurence S. Vallee
Wolverine Packing Co.
Wright and Filippis, Inc.
X-Ray Associates of Port Huron, PC

Mr. and Mrs. Longine V. Morawski
Neiman’s Family Market
Northstar Bank
Oakland Community College

We apologize…and thank you!

Pathology Specialists of
Southeast Michigan, PC

The following event sponsors were
missed in the last issue of Spirit of
Giving. We apologize for the mistake. Thank you for your generosity!

PerfectServe, Inc.

Blue Care Network of Michigan

Physician Healthcare Network, PC

DeRoy Testamentary Foundation

Providence Oakland Internal Medicine

George W. Auch Co.

PVS Chemicals, Inc.

Huron Valley Ambulance

Radar Industries, Inc.

Kitch, Drutchas, Wagner,
Valitutti & Sherbrook

Oakland University - School of Nursing

Mr. Jay Ricci
Russell Development Co.

Lawrence Technological University

Semco Energy

Michigan Spine and Brain
Surgeons, PLLC

Dr. Anthony C. Southall

Our Lady of Providence League

Southfield Radiology Associates, PLLC

Providence Hospital
Department of Medicine

St. John Hospital & Medical Center

Providence Medical Group

Lawrence Technological University

St. John Macomb-Oakland Hospital Medical Staff

Dr. Jeanne G. Lewandowski and
Dr. Christopher Lewandowski

St. John Providence - Laboratory
Services & Retail Pharmacy

Whitehall Real Estate Interests

Mrs. Patricia Manley and
Mr. Thomas Frantz

St. John River District Hospital Medical Staff

Spirit of Giving

Providence Park League

Dennis Yanachik
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Your support helps enhance patient care
Hospice Walk With Me Event: The 12th annual event on
Nov. 7 raised $69,000 to support the pediatric hospice and
palliative care services and adult hospice programs available
through Reverence Home Health & Hospice, a service of
St. John Providence.

St. John River District Hospital Dinner Dance: “An
Evening to Share” celebrated the decades—50 years of
River District serving the community. More than $47,000
was raised to support the purchase of a nuclear medicine
gamma camera. This technology helps doctors pinpoint
information about molecular activity within the body,
helping diagnose issues such as heart blockages or heart
disease.

Honorary Co-chairs Angel Pyle and Kristen Gordon with Evrod
Cassimy, WDIV News Anchor and emcee for the festivities, and event
Co-chairs mother-daughter team Gloria and Courtenay Kotas.

White Christmas Ball: Proceeds of $91,000 from the
Fontbonne Auxiliary’s 61st annual event, “I Can See Your
Halo Glow,” on Dec. 13 supported the purchase of a breast
ultrasound machine for the Liggett Breast Center at St. John
Hospital & Medical Center. The Honorary Co-chair was
A. Christine Watt, MD.

Community Leader of the Year Roy Klecha, Executive Officer,
Northstar Bank; Frank Poma, President, St. John River District
Hospital; and Physician of the Year H. Lee Bacheldor, DO, Family
Practitioner and Chief Medical Officer, St. John River District
Hospital.

Correction
In the last issue of Spirit of Giving, Edwin Steinmetz
was incorrectly identified as Edward upon first
mention of his name in the story about the Edwin
and Shirley Steinmetz Endowment. We greatly
apologize for this error.

Pamela Meyer, Event Chair; Betty Granger, CSJ; David Brooks,
President, SJH&MC; and Anthony Alcantara, MD.
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ave the Date
June 9

Oct. 4

St. John River District Hospital Golf Outing

Fontbonne/Guild Run for a Reason

June 27

Nov. 6

Climb to Beat Breast Cancer Harney Peak Challenge

St. John Providence Hospice Walk With Me Event

Aug. 17

Dec. 11

St. John Macomb-Oakland Hospital Golf Outing

Fontbonne White Christmas Ball

Sept. 14

St. John Medical Staff/Guild Golf Outing

Our Mission

St. John Providence, as a Catholic health ministry, is committed to providing spiritually centered, holistic care
which sustains and improves the health of individuals in the communities we serve, with special attention to the
poor and vulnerable.

Spirit of Giving

If you would like to learn more about giving opportunities at
St. John Providence hospitals and entities, please call 313-343-7480.
www.stjohnprovidence.org/foundation

